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RDTC Dn Line 
Class of ·'68 Gift ''Un~overed'' 
By MIKE HENSON, News Managing Editor 
The report of the ROTC Inves-
tigation Committee, entiUed "A 
ls none. Thus, the argument that 
many or Xavier's advanced corps 
cadets would not have entered it, 
except for compulsory balilc train-
ing, ls invalid, since such a pro-
gram of initial "selling" Is not now 
carried on. The report cites Ohio 
State's riae In ROTC enrollment 
after dropping compulsory ROTC. 
By JIM ARANDA, 
News F.clltor-in-Chlef 
Members of the senior class last . 
week began to seek pled1es from 
their class members in support of 
·this year's Senior Class Gift to the 
University. An estimated $2,000. 
00 will be needed to get the project 
off the ground. 
The artist's sketch on this page 
depicts the entire project as it will 
appear in the University Mall upon 
completion. The gift of the Class 
of '68 will be a bronze X set in 
cement In front of the statue of 
D'Artagnan, the original Muske-
teer. 
In an interview with Senior 
Class President Fred &baden and 
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J., Exe-
cutive Vice-President of Xavier, the 
News learned of the tradition that 
is being brought together in this 
project. "The plaque on the lelt of 
the flags is a mosaic that formerly 
was in the Hill Building when Xa-
vier was known as St. Xavier Col-
lege and located downtown on 7th 
and Sycamore," explained Fr. 
Nieporte. 
"The mosaic on the right was 
taken from the old Red Building, 
which was the Avondale Athletic 
Club before Xavier took it over in 
1912," continued Fr. Nieporte. The 
statue of D'Artagnan represents the 
Musketeers of Xavier, a name cho-
sen for our athletic teams by Fr. 
Francis Finn. It was also Fr. Finn 
who suggested the motto "All for 
one and one for all" to go along 
with the name. Musketeer. It is the 
spirit of this motto that should 
pervade the whole campus and not 
only our athletic teams." 
The $2,000.00 needed to initi-
ate the project is a minimum figure. 
Fr. Nleporte indicated some of the 
expenses that would be incurred in 
constructing the project: putting the 
bronze X in cement, hoisting the 
two-ton statue of D'Artagnan onto 
its stand, hoisting the flagpoles, 
lighting for the evening viewing of 
the statue, and benches to place 
around it. 
In explaining the purpose 
behind the project, Fr. Nleporte 
said, "What we have tried to do 
this year ls reach down and pull 
together the traditions of our Uni-
versity. Tradition is important to 
a university, for what has made 
Xavier great except the years that 
it has gone through life. I myself 
feel that this whole new project 
will call to mind something outside 
oneself, an institution that has. 
grown and progresses through the 
years. 
"Not many ofourstudentsknow 
that Xavier Universltywasadown-
town college at one time; This· 
year's freshman class never even 
saw the Red Building in the Oesh. 
The erection of the statue, theOags, 
the mosaics and the bronze X ls 
meant to bring the old' and the 
new of Xavier University to1ether." 
The project ls slated to be com-
pleted before the seniors leave the 
campus after graduation in June. 
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Suggestion for a Change to a Pro-
gram of Voluntary ROTC at 
Xavier" ls now ready for approval 
by Student Council. At press time, 
the report was scheduled to be pre-
sented before Council on Wednes-
day, January 17, by Linus Bie-
llauskas, '70, committeechalrman. 
The report proposed three basic 
changes for the present system: 
"1. Re-establish the ROTC 
traininl program on a voluntary 
basis, chan1ing it from its present 
compulsory basis; 
"2. Keep present core require-
ments the same for all those 
students who elect to take the Basic 
ROTC training; 
"3. Substitute hours in lan-
guage, math,orsciencecoursesinto 
the basic course curriculum to make 
up for missing hours by those stu-
dents who do not elect to take Ba-
sic ROTC training.!' 
Among the reasons given for 
the dropping of required military 
science Is that It "does not fit Into 
- .l. "~·'"'= the picture" of the Ideals of Xavier 
education. "Stimulation of thought, 
building of morality, and learning 
are ingredients left out of ROTC 
This is how the University Mall at the walkway leadin~ from u:ie Instruction. Rather, an enforced 
Hinkle-Albers Hall breezeway to the Alter Classroom Building will code of imitation, obedience, and 
look next year.· The sta~e of D'Artagnan, the ultimate Musketeer, a submission is substituted." 
gift of the Class of 1962, is expected to arrive from France early this . 
year. It w111 rest upon a base to be provided by the Class of 1968. Another important reason is the 
The flagpoles are a gift of the Class of 1964. In addition to the statue's student move for a voluntfry pro-
base the senior class gift also will include a bronze X to be lmbedded gram. A poll tllken by me com-
In the Mall at the foot of the statue and all landscaping. Mosaics mittee asserted that ·a majority of 
salvaged from the old St. Xavier College at Seventh and Sycamore Xavier students were in favor of a 
and from the Old Red Building will be implanted at the base of the voluntary program of ROTC ra-
Oagpoles. ther than a compulsory system. 
, Precedent has been set by Ohio 
. J i m. 8 ll d J ea ll s h OW State University and Loyola Uni-versity of New Orleans In turning 
X U to a voluntary program because W e I I -R ec e i v e d a t of student opinion. 
By MIKE BOYLAN 
The rather disappointing finan- and their closing number, "Cruci-
cial results of the three-day Jim fixion." 
and Jean Concert series were not The significance of this visit to 
able to dim the performance of the Xavier and the crowd reaction is 
young folk rock group that ap- Important in that the thousand-
peared on the Xavier campus last plus people that saw thegroupdur-
week. Jim and Jean Glover, who Ing the three days were all pleased 
have been singing In the "folk with the type of music presented. 
bag" for almoat three years, and The enthusiastic encores offersome 
who have just recently changed to encouragement for student Council 
a folk-rock format, had the crowd to try something similar in the fu-
on its feet at least eight time& dur- . ture, despite the beating taken at 
in1 their two performances at the box office on Friday night -
The eictra hours demanded by 
the program is another problem 
which the committee cites. 
A final point Is that "the mili-
tary science program would not be 
substantially hurt by a voluntary 
program. "According to the De-
partment of Military Science, Xa-
vier University can support a vol-
untary program of ROTC. Oftker 
production would not necessarily 
drop aince acq.uaintance program 
with the many advantagea or ROTC 
could be initiated where now there 
The committee sounded out oth-
er universities with voluntary 
ROTC to see how this affected their 
mllitary science programs. Only 
Ohio State and Loyola University 
of New Orleans had recenUy 
changed to a voluntary program. 
Loyola felt it was "too soon to 
know" how this affected officer 
production. 
The only other Jesuit university 
to reply was Boston College. Their 
reply was "Boston College is a 
Jesuit University and voluntary 
ROTC better fits in with the attitude 
and purpose of the college." 
In the event that their main pro-
posal is found to be unacceptable, 
the committee offered the following 
alternate proposals: 
"1. Make the grading $ystem 
of the Basic ROTC instruction 
course a pass-fail system. A failure 
could still demand a re-taking of 
the course~ but students will not 
have as much worry over grades. 
"2. Do not include ROTC 
1rades in cumulative averages. 
This is perhaps, the most' desirable 
of these proposals, since students 
need not worry about grades, but 
the Army still retains a means on 
which to base promotions. Of 
course, a failure would still demand 
a re-taking of the course. 
Most reputable graduate 
schools will deduct ROTC grades 
from transcripts sent to them, in-
dicating the "value" of the course. 
But unfortunately, many also just 
accept cumulative averages ~s the 
registrar's office records them. In 
addition, 'those students who do 
not continue into graduate school 
must use their transcripts in look-
ing for job opportunities. 
"3. This proposal should be 
considered in conjunction with one 
of the above proposals. An exemp-
tion would be afforded to students 
in the pre-medical program at Xa-
vier since they must carry a heavy 
work load of hours. They would 
not have to take ROTC at all." 
Xavier. Notwlthatanding their fine only 250 paid customers. B a r d 
voices, arran1ement, andmaterial, e 
their new drummer, Steve Booker, Jim and Jean themselves are 
was the real catalyst. quite interested in talking about s Growing Contest 
On Wednesday night there were music, which they have been In.for et 
snickers from the crowd when they several years. Jim, In fact, taught For Mardi Gras '68 
first appeared in the overfiowlng Phil Oches, a promlnentfolk writer, 
grill, but the quality of their music how to play the guitar, and con· 
soon converted those who were put vlnced him to go into folk music 
out by their appearance, which instead of top forty. Since then, 
was more hip than many Xavier however, he has changed his mind, 
students were ready for. When Jim and now feels that 1etting a single 
broke a string in the middle of the on Billboard is important if heand 
first set, Booker took over im· Jean are going to get better ma· 
promtu on the drums and earned terlal and bookings. 
two well-deserved ovations, and Commenting on the Xavier en-
the crowd was won. gagement, they said "&Imply 
Although most of the material greaL" They were quite 1urprised 
they used was not familiar to the at the favorable crowd reaction on 
average student, by the end of the · the first night in the grill, and 
three days people were calling for would have done more encores on 
requests by name, In particular Friday night if they had had more 
"Sounds of Revolution;" their new time to work out material with the 
top-forty single "People World;" drummer Booker.· 
The Mardi Gras Committee will 
sponsor a beard-growln1 contest 
in conjunction with the 1968 
Mardi Gros Festival, February 23-
24, 1968. The contest has been 
authorized by Mr. Patrick J. 
Nally, Dean of Men. Students will 
be allowed to attend all classes 
and corps days without penalty 
upon registering with the Dean of 
Men's Office. Regl1tration will 
extend from January 16 to Jan-
uary 19. 
Students wlll be allowed to com-
mence beard-growing on January 
22 upon receipt of an authoriza-
tion card from the Studenl Aclivl-
ties Desk in the University Center 
Building. At this time all students 
must be clean shaven, with side-
burns of a normal length. The 
authorization must be carried at 
all times and must be presented to 
any faculty or administrative 
member of the University upon 
request. 
Five cash awards will be given 
to persons whose beards are 
judged to be unique and original. 
Factors involved will be length, 
appearance, style and creativeness. 
Judges will be members of the 
faculty and administration. 
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Editorials 
Time For A Change? 
\\Tith half of the 1967-68 school year behind them, 
the Xavier University Student Council, headed by the 
Joseph-Mulle ticket, has completed some signlflcant 
projects and is working on other projects for the 
second semester. 
Important committees as the R.O. T.C. Investiga-
tion Committee, the Social Committee, University Cen-
ter Committee, and The Athletic committee, have made 
tremendous contributions to the students, under the 
direction of hardworking student chairmen. There 
are a few students on the other hand, holding office 
who follow questionable practices in representing their 
electorate. We take for a specific starting point last 
Sunday's cancelled Council meeting. There have been 
only a few scheduled meetings since June. In this 
period two vital meetings were cancelled due to a 
"No Quorum" call, that is, there were not enough 
members present to have a meeting. Sunday's meet-
ing was one of these. The fact that the meeting was 
cancelled is in itself bad, but it comes as no surprise 
to those who regularly observe council. It is a fact 
that other meetings just reach the necessary quorum 
A noticeable fact is that one repeatedly sees the same 
names absent from roll calls. Could it be that certain 
members do not see the importance of the formal 
meetings? 
But maybe it isn't their fault alone. Maybe some 
of the fault is Student Council's President, Bob Joseph, 
who continually states that the important work of 
Council is being performed at the committee level 
not the meeting level. Such statements tear down the 
formal meeting. But it should be remembered that it 
is only at a meeting that votes can be taken, meas-
ures formally enacted, and money raised. Therein 
lies its importance and necessity. 
Or maybe, the fault lies in the student body's 
inability to put enough pressure upon their repre-
sentatives to induce them to attend meetings and 
fulfill their promised obligations, Or, finally, a third 
reason might be the constant cancelling of Council's 
meetings on short notice or no notice at all. Repre-
sentatives never know for sure if there will be a meet-
ing until they arrive at the meeting place. 
Bi du um Atmosphere Poor 
Dear Sir: . at the right place at the right time. tempt to make a good retreat are 
Here I am in the middle of a This clock watching does not help bothered by the filling out cards 
retreat. This ls a campus bldlum a person reOect and dlscuH his and the others who are forced to 
retreat. I am supposed to be closer Christian belief. If you must hap- attend gain no spiritual benefit 
to God but I am not For the last pen to be discussing your belief from the weekend exercise. 
three years I have tolerated these and miss the beginning of a con- The second point is the dia-
retreata as a neceHary require- ference you could not have made logue. For once I saw a film which 
ment for receiving my grade each a good retreat because you were had a meaning ln today's Chris-
year. At some of these retreats I not watching the time carefully. tlan life. Is a person truely a good 
even come closer to God. But this Thus you can always spend ano- Christian even though he denies 
year with the artificial changes in ther weekend and this time bemore the right of the negro to become 
the church, and It ls so called new careful. But I happen to think that a vital part of the white man's 
look I had expected a modem re- watching the time all weekend Is a society. Can Chrlstlan's accept in-
treat. My biggest objections are big waste of time. The Important tegratlon as lt effects his own per-
the way students are forced to at- thing is that you cannot force any- sonal life. This mm raised these 
tend conferences and the style of one to do something which takes questions. But the Catholic church 
the talks. · an inner desire such as communl- has not answered them. 
Th fir t i t ti f tr 1 eating with God. e s n en on o a re ea The Catholic church Is not tak-
is to bring you closer to God, but The basic idea of devoting one Ing a strong united stand on this 
at the same time we have to watch weeke.nd a year to God is good but point. Why! I am not an activist 
the clock to be sure we arP. always method is all wrong. Thosewhoat- for integration but I believe in the 
In V 0 IV em en t equal rights ofallmen. TheChurch has made some changes in cere-
d mony and dress but it is still pitch-Evi ently measures are needed to encourage the S l f h • ing the same old line. All the con-
Co nncil to take necessary action and continue stepping V S • 0 ll e · r 0 W ID g ferences in this retreat were a re-
forward as a mature and progressive student govern- peat of what I have heard all my 
ment organization should be doing. There is a legitimate genre of newspaper called the life but now it is a modern context. 
The Constitution of Student Council provides one underground paper. There's the Realist, the Berkeley Such as Christ was a hippy. Why? 
Barb, the East Village Other and the Seed (from Old Be~ause he wore sandles, ~ad long 
means. Article IV, Section 5, states that, "Failure to T . . ' . . hair and had strange ideas, of 
attend three (3) meetings without valid excuse will be .ow~ 10 Chi~ago ). These. publications cater to. the course not. Christ was not a hippy; 
grounds for impeachment . . . " But realistically look- hippies . and h~psters of th~rr particular ~ocale. ~ey ·h~ was a hol~ ·ma~ who rou?~ed 
ed at this method is of questional value. It tends to are anti-establishment, anti-war, and anti-censorship. ~us .chu.rch with h~s .own d1~me 
force physical presence only. Although the ·so-called "undergrounds" of our cam- thmespir?tiot n. Butt this is the pitch 
Th . . . pries gave o us. A second possible change centering on the reason· pus, e Guillotme and The ~oods,. hardly fit mto The rest of his conferences and 
ing of representatives' areas is being suggested by the the same category ~s P.apers like th.e Berkely. ~arb, most of the sermons at Church on 
forward-looking Director of Kuhlman Hall, Mr. Peter they do have one thmg m common with ~e legitimate Sunday are the same things we 
Kimener. It now has the backing of certain members undergrounds. Both the Barb and the Guillotine seem have heard for many years. Once 
of council. In essence each class would be represented quite adept in criticizing their society, while at the a year we hear the same lecture. 
. ' same time remaining alo f a d . I d It h Older people expect to hear the by his two class officers, President and Vice-President, 0 .n unmvo ve · as same lectures they are content to just as is presently done. The three Connell represent- always been ea~y for students m particular to sit back be in a rute.' Happy not to 11ear 
atives per class would be done away with. In their and lau1_1ch th~ir harpoons at whoever appears vul- the truth about the role of a Chris-
place would be a system of representation on a geo- ne.r~~le m a g.iv.en week. Unless, however, those who tian in today's world, but I ~or 
graphical basis. Students in a specified district would criticize are willing to take positive steps to remedy ?~.e want to hear. a. s(lrmon wh!ch 
the situati th · d l' · · h will make me thmk and act like 
elect a representative. Equal representation would be on, eir mu -s mgmg as no merit what- a better Christian. This is why I 
maintained for both dormitory residents and com- soever. am a Christian and why I go to 
muting students. The idea here is to make the conncil Mr. Robert Kennedy, in his first public appearance church, not to hear a se~o~i 1 
members more physically accountable to the constitu- after the death 6f his brother, spoke at the commence- could repeat in my sleep. It 1: ~~~1~ 
ents and thus more prone to take an active interest ment exercises of Marquette University's Class of 1964 fbor .the chhurch t~ 11:~ke.dsom a ~d 
· C 'l' rph th f - , · as1c c anges m its l eas , 1 
m ounc1 s progress. 1. e eme o Kennedy s address that day was involve- brit , the church into modern times 
t . t' 1 . lg vVe highly encourage Council to admonish those men , m par lCU ar, mvolvement in politics. There is or they could be more consistent 
members who have proven themselves lax, and at har?ly a~ area . which is more debated, especially by returning to the pre-vatican ~~ 
the same time, to study the other suggestions such durmg this election year, than the American political days where everyo.ne knew f nd cb 
as Mr. Kimener's; which would mold Connell and ~ys!em. It is up to the college graduates who are ob- ~e::~iet~=l ~~:~~~~n~hurc 1 to e 
the students into a stronger, more dynamic unit. ~ectmg! .. Mr. Kennedy said, to get themselves involved Patrick O'Connor 
p K m pohb~s. Only then will they understand the prob-
. · lems facmg our nation's leajers; only then will they 
F 11 I' e i g n s t 11 d e n ts n~ t-1 1l t L {' I ! e rs really understand why things are the way they are. 
so we hope you will tell your We certainly do not deny that a student has a right Dear Editor: 
What better way to expand 
one's horizons than to correspond 
with a person of similar Interests 
ln a foreign country? In 15 years 
our volunteer organization has In-
troduced 750,000 pen friends (It 
is a figure that astonishes even us) 
in 130 different nations. Under-
standing of the United States has 
been enhanced and many enduring 
friendships have been established. 
Our principal problem is to find 
enough Americans to match with 
requests that come from overseas, 
readers of our free service. Anyone to .expr.ess his opinion on what goes on around this 
between the ages of 15 and 60maye uruvers1ty. We only think that if the students h 
write u1, giving his or her name, this semester have printed their views for th ~ lo 
age, addre11, occupation and hob- community t . b e W O e 
bles and enclosingaself-addresaed, th . '? ~e arc serious a out improving Xavier, 
•tamped envelope: • en. their activity must extend beyond the weekly pub-
Letters Abroad Inc. hcation of an "u~dert;round" ne~spaper. Perhaps they 
18 East 60th Street would !lot consider it below their journalistic dignity 
New York, N. Y., 10022 to ~ut m .a fe
1
w ~oturs ad~eek at the News office. For 
Thankl~g you for any help that we . re s~nous y m ereste m the improvement of Xavier 
you maysg
1
1ve u
1
s, I am Umvers~ty, and
1
.could use the talent of these anonymous 
ncere y yours, campus JOUrna ists. · 
Frederick M. Winship 
President J.C.A. 
The Xavier News has been 
guilty of a mllspelllng. Indeed this 
ls not the flnt time, but lt ls one 
of the few time• that 1uch a mistake 
ha1 been called to our attention. 
In the beadllne1 of our Dec. 1 and 
Dec. 7 Letters to the Editor eection. 
the New1 1pelled Fr. Ralph Bas-
tian's name with an "o" where the 
"a" should be. 
It has always been our policy 
to extend the common courtesy of 
spelling an· individual's name cor-
rectly. There ls.such a thing, how-
ever, as a typographical error, 
either on the part of the News staff 
or on the part of our printer. 
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Ratterman Part II: The E11forcement of University Ri1les 
In a previous article, in response to The Xavier 
News editorial of December 15, «A Rule Is A Rule: 
Let's Have It Enforced," I outlined some of the prob-
lems that are involved in the determination of rules 
for a particular university community. The general 
norms were presented: that rules for any society should 
always be "necessary and a:Rpropriate" to the society 
for which they are made; that the presumption should 
always be in favor of freedom (freedom where possible; 
:restraint only where necessary); and that there is no 
conflict between true freedom and true obedience, be-
tween true freedom and moral (individual and social) 
responsibility. In the present article, I shall attempt 
to outline some of the problems that are involved in 
·rule enforcement in a university community. 
Pope John's Encyclical Peace the No Parking signs will continue 
On Earth gives some basic norms ·to remain unobserved until some 
for rule enforcement and censure ·parking tickets are handed out and 
in civil society. Let me quote Pope everybody comes to understand 
John. "Since no society can hold that the City "means business." 
together unless some one be over What is presently occurring on 
all, directing all to strive earnestly Ledgewood Avenue is not peculiar 
for the common good, every civil- to people who come to Xavier Uni-
zed community must have a versity and BeJlarmlne Chapel. 
ruling authority." (No. 46) This Generalizations are always dan-
ordering of society by civil author- gerous, but let me run the risk., 
ity must be achieved so as "to It appears that there is an attitude 
safeguard the .inviolable rights of among Americans in general that 
human person and to facilitate the laws need not be taken seriously 
fulfillment of his duties." (No. 60) unless and until - the lawmaker 
· In moving individuals to seek the clearly demonstrates that he 
·common good through the fulfill- "means business." If this Is so, In 
ment of their duties, "Civil author- the existential American situation, 
ity must appeal primarily to th~ the threat of punishment and soml' 
conscience of Individual citizens. actual censure must regularly pre· 
Where civil authority uses as its cede, or at least accompany, the 
only, or its chief, means either. appeal to conscience to which Pope 
threats and fear of punishments or John gives priority. 
promises of rewards, it cannot ef- It is interesting to speculate why 
fectlvely move men to promote the this attldude has arisen among 
common good of all. Even If It Americans, that laws need not be 
do so with reason and free will." taken seriously unless and until the 
(No. 48) Whether or not Pope lawmaker demonstrates that he 
John's norms for civil government· "means business." It Is endemic to 
among men "of reason and free democratic peoples everywhere as 
will" can .. be applied to a unlver- a result of majorities at times ln-
slty community could be debated. sisting on laws which a minority 
Let me take a minimal stand. At considers unreasonable, and even 
least on the grounds that the uni- unjust? Perhaps It comes from the 
versity is preparing young men so observation that laws In a dem-
soon to live and assume serious ocracy -can be contradictory. for 
responsibilities in civil society, example, one Southern state until 
Pope John's norms should be kept ·recently prohibited llquor butatthe 
in mind in determining norms for same time raised money for schools 
the enforcement of rules in a uni- i(of all things) by taxing (illegal) 
verslty community. liqu sales. Perhaps the attitude 
There appears to be just one comes from the Prohibition era 
slight Daw in Pope John's princi- when law violation became 
pies. They don't work - at least America's favorite sport. Or per-
not in our country. In the United haps it arises from the honorable 
States we seem faced with an attl- 'tradition that it is not wrong to 
tude toward law which indicates violate some laws, obligation being 
that a great deal more must be limited only to accepting a censure 
made of "fear of punishment" and If and when one gets caught. Per-
actual censure than Pope John In- haps American parents unwittingly 
dicates as appropriate. In other communicate this attitude to small 
words, In our country the appeal children, or churches lo their faith-
to conscience just does not seem ful. Whatever the cause, there are 
to get very far. Let me cite an ex- clear indications that In our Amer-
ample to illustrate my point. · ican culture, it is difficult, If not 
At the request of the University, impossible, to enforce civil laws 
the City of Cincinnati Safety DI- merely by an appeal to conscience. 
vision in early December installed Fear of punishment and actualcen-
a crosswalk on Ledgewood Ave- sure seem necessary for the law-
nue to accommodate the several maker to show that he "means 
thousand sttidents who must cross business." 
_the street each day going to and With respect to rule enforcement 
from the new dormitories and the in a Cathollc university commun-
main student parking lot. For fifty tty, which norm ls to be given 
feet or so from the crosswalk, up priority - that of Pope John, where 
and down each side of the street, first place is given to "an appeal 
the City installed No Parking signs to conscience," or that of our 
(clearly visible). The No Parking American culture, where fear of 
areas are essential to making the punishment and actual censure are 
crosswalk safe, both so people so important? There are tow. ex-
crosslng the street will not have 'treme schools of thought on this 
to step Into moving traffic.from be-, 'matter, with another several inter-
tween closely parked cars and so mediate schools between. The cry 
drivers will clearly see people ap- . of the severe, authoritarian group 
proachlng or using the crosswalk. on the university campus is simply: 
It all makes pretty good sense, "Kick 'em out. This is the only 
except that the No Parking signs ~way to get respect for law and 
(as of this writing) have been com- order." The basis for such thinking 
pletely ignored ever since their In- Is that thecommongoodlsfarmore 
stallatlon. (One was torn down by important than the welfare of any 
a frustrated parker.) Any appeal individual. The Image which the 
to conscience the No Parking signs university projects "now" is a 
provide seems to mean nothing. major concern of ~is grou.p. An 
It bas been interesting to note that almost exact oppos1ty view 1s that 
cars parked in the No Parking the university should not break it.s' 
areas are parked equally by stu- relationship wiU1 any studl'nt until 
dents (all divisions of the Univer- ls has exhausted its resolll"Cl's f01· 
sity) and by older people (busi- helping the student. 'l'lwphiloso.phy 
nessmen, nice little old ladies, and here is that priority should be given 
even parents) who visit thecampus· tu the indivldunl, thut in so ucting, 
or come to Beilarmlne Chapel. It a larger common good will In the 
can be predicted.. moreover, that long run be served. 'l'hls group is 
not so concerned about the uni 
versity image "now," arguing that 
in the long run a university will 
be more highly respected if it be-
comes known as an Institution that 
is willing to accept some adverse 
criticism in Its effort to understand 
and help solve student problems. 
Somewhere between these two 
extremely opposed schools ol 
thought with respect to rule en-
forcement on a· university campus 
are two intermediate positions. 
"Speak softly, but carry a big 
stick" would be one. The other, 
"Speak strongly, but privately be 
understanding and considerate of 
students when they get in trouble." 
All of these four positions have 
·their advocates on the Xavier Uni-
versity campus at the present time 
(and on almost every other cam-
pus), If one would tra\:e my per-
sonal history, it would show signs. 
I am sure, of schizophrenic, Inde-
terminate switching between the two 
middle poslUons. 
There are, of course, many other 
factors involved in rule enforce-
ment on the university campus. Of 
late a great deal of atte~tion is 
being given nationally to due pro-
cess. Some people are impatient 
with the requirements of due pro-
cess In university disciplinary 
proceedings. Others would reduce 
campus d~sclplinary processes to a 
most legalistic, adversary relation-
ship, norms being taken from crim-
inal proceedings in civil courts. 
Fortunately, the courts themselves 
have declared thatuniversitlesmust 
observe only such due process pro-
cedures as guarantee "fair play." 
The courts have explicitly ruled that 
university procedures should not be 
such as would be "determental 
ruled that university procedures 
should not be such as would be 
"deterime'ntal to the college's ed-
ucation atmosphere." The most 
·outstanding observation with re· 
spect to due process, obviously 
'pertinent to disciplinary procedures 
on a Catholic university campus, 
was made by the late John 
Courtney Murray: "The demand 
for due process ofla w is an exigence 
of Christian dignity and freedom. 
It is to be satisfied as exactly in 
Hickey: ' ' 
Dear Sir: 
When the announcement of the 
plan to seek ways to co-operate 
with OLC occurred, I was one ·of 
the many students who really 
couldn't care less because I would 
be long gone before this merger 
would take place. Something oc-
the Church as in civil society (one, 
might indeed say, more exactly)." 
Statements by the Second Vat· 
.lean Council with respect to human 
dignity have certainly influenced 
my personal attitude toward rules 
and their enforcementontheXavier 
University campus (and contri-
buted to the schizophrenia men-
tioned above). The Council defines 
men possessing human dignity as 
"beings endowed with reason and 
free will and therefore privileged 
to bear personal responsibility." 
Elsewhere the Council explains that 
"man's dignity demandsthatheact 
according to a knowing and free 
choice." The Council speaks of 
our being "witnesses of the birth of 
a new humanism, one in which man 
is defined first of all by his res-
ponsibility toward his brothers and 
toward history." Educators are of-
ficially enjoined to form men "who 
will be lovers of true freedom -
men, in other words, who will come 
to decisions on their own judg-
ment and in the light of truth, 
govern their activities with a sense, 
of responsibility, and strive after 
what is true and right, willing al-
ways to join with others in cooper-
ative effort." It Is my presumption 
that the qualities of human dignity 
enunciated by the Council, freedom 
and a sense of responsibility, can-
not be learned In the classroom un-
·1ess they are actualized in the uni-
· verslty living experlenceoutsidethe 
·classroom. The resulting problem 
for my office is challenging. We 
are anxious to develop students 
who will be "lovers or true free-
dom," but how can we get students 
to accept their responsibilities which 
true freedom involves? 
So many additional problems 
could be raised with respect to thP 
enforcement of rules on a university 
campus. It ls a perplexing and 
complicated business (and I always 
rear people who do not think it so). 
For instance, whatruleenforcement 
procedures (Gestapo tactics) frus-
trate the overall objective of the 
university, which Is to develop a 
respect for human dignity? What 
manner of rule enforcement best 
reinforces an essential appeal to 
conscience? How are necessary and 
Wipe Castles 
curred last week~nd that exem-
plified what 'kind of school OLC 
really is. 
Tim Savage and I went to OLC 
last Saturday afternoon just to talk 
with a girl Tim had taken out. 
Before we could reach the check-
out desk we were halted by a Ges-
ll•XavterReU&S 
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appropriate restraints to constitu-
tional rights (Goldberg v. Calif.) 
to be enforced? Towhatextentmust 
the right to privacy be respected? 
Can some rules beenforcedonlyon 
complaint? Or should ali rules be 
so enforced? What due process pro· 
cedures are appropriate to the "ed· 
ucational atmosphere" of a uni-
versity society? How important is 
peer evaluation? How much immat-
urity is "normal," and where must 
the university "draw the line"?How 
handle disciplinary situations 
where temporary emotional instab-
ility is a factor? How help students 
through (sometimes almost irrat-
ional) periods brought on by 
serious problems at home'! by aca-
demic pressures? by "Dear John" 
'situations? How deal with group 
hysteria, irrationality, irresponsib-
ility, and just plain lact of consid-
eration? These are just some of the 
considerations, important to rule 
enforcement on a university cam-
pus, which cannot be treated In 
this short article. 
Let me close with a personal 
observation. John Courtney Mur-
ray once wrote with respect to a 
consideration very similar to the 
one here treated: "Why do these 
discussions have to be so damned 
serious - so utterly lacking in 
h7mor?'' Surely there is something 
humorous to be observed In our 
present problems. Possibly I am 
the only one to react this way, but 
·I smile that in the midst of the 
many student protests that plague 
academe, Xavier is the only uni-
versity in the country where the 
students are complaining (and not 
without cause) that the Vice-Pres-
ident for Student Affairs and his 
staff are too permissive. To con-
found the situation, the Vice-Pres-
ident replies: Wearetryingtoapply 
the norms of Pope John while yeu · 
are Insisting on the norms of Amer-
.lean culture; we are perhaps too 
Idealistic, but you are slow to re-
spond to the responsibilities that : 
human dignity presumes. We seem 
to be "stepping to the music of dif-
ferent drums," perhaps for want 
of better communication. 
P. H. Ratterman, S.J. 
Of/Map'' 
tapo-type nuI\ who told us that 
Tim's appearance "didn't conform 
with the general appearance of 
young gentlemen who visit this 
campus . , . and we would have 
to leave because we might offend 
someone." After telling the nun 
that her act was truly Christian, 
·we were escorted off the campus 
by a rent-a-<:op, hand on gun. 
A telephone call later that day 
revealed that the Dean of Women 
"didn't know of the incident· but 
I think nothing is wrong here and 
the offending sister had her rights 
also." 
I think an incident like this one 
is typical of this school and schools 
like OLC. Instead of helping these 
exists and prolonging their cer-
tain doom, Xavier should build 
their own form of co~ducation and 
wipe these 19th-<:entury castles off 
the map with competition. 
Peace, 
Jim Hickey '69 
Did.iaknoZ 
The late Albert Einstein, world 
famous as a scientist, was an ac-
complished amateur musician. !11 
Princeton, N.J., he often played the 
violin while one oj' his j'ellow re-
search~rs at tlw Institute for Ad-
vanced Study played the piano, Ht 
believed Mozart the greatest com-
poser of all. 
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.Jl11skitas Prepare for 
211d Sen1ester 
\\'ith last ~londay's 84-81 vic-
tor\' O\'er the University of Detroit 
Tit~ns. Xavier began the second 
half of their 1967-68 basketball 
sea.:on. The Muskies arc hoping 
that the second half of the season 
will be marked by similar results. 
Ho\\'e\'er, the next seven opponents 
don't appear to be ·soft touches. 
Xavier's first foe prior to final 
exams \\'ill be Northern lllinois. 
l'.niversitv. Saturday at 8 p.m. in 
the Schmldt memorial Fieldhouse. 
.The Huskies are a new athletic foe. 
The two schools arc also booked 
to meet in football on October 19th 
at DeKalb. Coached by former 
University of Michigan assistant 
Tom Jorgensen, Northern has en-
joyed little success in the win 
column. However, losses have 
been to such potent foes as Indiana 
and Michigan, loosing to Michigan 
84-77 after leading late in the 
second half. A familiar basketball 
name is found on the NIU roster. 
Donald Russell, a 6'2", 195 lb. 
sophomore from Chicago's Carver 
High School, brother of Michigan 
all-American, has helped out in 
the scoring and rebounding (des-
pite small size) departments as a 
starting guard. Other starters have 
been 6-5 Tom Miller, 6-4 Daryl 
Day and Aubrey Hawkins, a 6-1 
Chicagoan out of Dunbar High 
School. 
After exams, Xavier entertains 
a Southern Jesuit rival, as Loyola 
of New Orleans comes to town. 
The Wolfpack coached by Ron 
Greene are presently floundering 
at 2-8. Coach Greene only had one 
returning starter from his rookie 
12-10 team. The lone returnee is 
a good one - Charley Powell, a 
6-2, 175 lb. junior guard who 
averaged 15. l a year ago. Powell 
sophomore running mate of last 
season, Ron Britsch also averaged 
an identical 15.1. Britsch however 
has decided to forego basketball 
and enter dental school. Size up 
front is provided by the huskey 
Jim Jackoninski, a 6'6" 210 lb. 
senior. Backcourt starters have 
been Earl Butler and Karku 
Waechter. 
The last day of January will 
·find Xavier meeting the DePaul 
Blue Demons. The Demons cur-
rently 7-4, but will havl! played 
.five more games by game time. 
Coached by the vet Ray Meyer 
DePaul will undoubtedly operate 
from a disciplined patterned of-
fense. The Demons have good size; 
6-8, 236 lb. Bog Zoreteck, 6-7, 
213 lb. Ken Warzynski and 6-4, 
203 lb. Rick Shealey see front line. 
6-4 Al Zelsche and 6-3captainBob 
Mattingly line up at guard. Also 
on the roster is Tom Tracey, a 6-3 
guard - forward from Chicago 
Brother Rice. Tracey spent his 
freshman year at Xavier before 
returning home to attend the 
Windy City school. 
The Georgetown (DC) Hogas 
only sport a 6-6 mark, but still 
sp~l trouble for Xavier. The Hogas 
invade Schmidt on Sunday, Feb. 
4tl1. Among their victims at St. 
J oscph (Pa.) at the Palcstra, Holi-
day Festival titlist Columbia, and 
Holy Cross. The diminutive Hogas 
rely on speed and shooting ability 
as 'according to Coach Jack Magee 
the current Hogas arc "the small-
est in over a decade." Last year's 
leading scorer Dennis Cesar re-
turns but stands only 6-1. Hich 
Cannon and Jim Sapple both 6-4 
work up front. Developing slowly 
is being counted on to help out 
Supple and Cannon on the boards. 
Wednesday, Feb. 7th will see 
tile Muskies traveling to Dayton, 
to seek revenge for tile loss at 
UD' hands on January 3rd. Hope-
fully 6-11 Lufuer Rackley will be 
able to join the Muskies at fuis . 
time. UD now 7-6 will be making Happy fans mob Muskies after Monday night victory over Detroit. 
a rush to make up for fueir early c 
seasonhumblings. Fourth Win Elates ampus 
Some say Milwaukee lsfuecold-
est city In tile nation butthecllmate On January 9th Xavier journeyed to the Palestra 
hasn't affected tile Ma~quette War- • Phill t to face St. Joe's Hawks. In a well 
riors as Al McGmre's squad Ill Y OWll k' bn t 
stands 10-2 losing only to Wis- played game first half that sa~ t?e Mus. 1esgo a os 
consln (since avenged) and second thirteen minutes before committing their first foul we 
ranked Houston. Before meeting had leads of 21-16 and 28-24 before the Hawk's put 
xu, Marquette will engage Chi- on a last minute flourish to head into the locker room 
cago Loyola in a home and home • · 
series, and vlsltDetroitandDePaul. leading 2~-28. invaded Xavier's playpen for a 
Leading tile Marquette attack is The final stanza however be- contest with tile hard-luck Muskies. 
George "Brute Force" Thompson. longed to St. Joe. A brief Xavier Detroit stormed to a quick 10-2 
Thompson who at 6-1 and 204 comeback was thwarted when the advantage before Xavier recovered 
appears to be a football fullback Hawk's lead was narrowed to ~ve fueir wits and settled down. Our 
rafuer than a basketball forward points 45-40. After tile spurt Xavier first lead In tills thriller was 25-24 
leads Marquette in scoring and went cold and St. Joe gradually and from that point on we gained 
ball retrieves. 6-6, 205 lbs. Brian increased their lead and won out momentum and stretched our lead 
Brunkhorst, a two time starter, 71-60. Bullet Bob Quick led the to 39-34. Now it was Detroit's turn 
teams wlfu Thompson at forward. Muskie scoring with 18 points, to rally which fuey did in fine 
Pat Smith does well in tile pivot but his shooting was off. Tom fashion for a 46-41 half-time ad-
despite standing only 6-3. Guards Schlager chipped in with 13points, vantage. 
Brad Luchini and Jim Burke 11 of which were in the first half. 
Briefly before intermission 
round out the lineup. On tile following Saturday XU Bullet Bob Quick was slammed to Cha inn en The Fairfield University Stags played host to Villanova. The the floor whilcfightingforrebound. 
will bring a good shooting team Wildcats were only 5~5 on the se~- He had to leave the contest. How-
into Cincinnati on Feb. 12fu. With son, but had won their last four m ever, Bob came back in the second of the Boa rd 
wins over Villanova and Man- a row. The initial stanza was a half. 
hattan included in their current see-saw struggle until a pair of Detroit scored first in tile final 
assessment of 7-5, Coach George Xavier buckets at tile ~ndoffuehalf stanza but tile Muskies rattled off 
Bisacca's crew is hopeful for better- vaulted tile Muskes mto a 36-33 9 straight points to grab a 50-48 
ing last year's 12-9 record and a lead at intermission. Xavier upped lead. The Titans fuen found tile 
possible NIT bid. Contests with fueir margin to 41-35 at tile start range and bolted into a 66-59 ad-
Houston, Niagra, Dayton, St. of tile second half, but ~ Wildcat vantage. This was very short lived 
Joseph, Duquense, and St. Bona- rally quickly sent fuem mto a 51- however, and before you could PLAYER 
venture remain on tile schedule so 47 advantage. XU spttrted ahead blink your eye, tile score was knot-
fue Stags have a chance to prove again 56-53 but Villanova. hit a ted at 69 apiece. Dolli teams traded 
their worth to NIT brass. Bill pair of field goals ·to regam tile baskets down the stretch but a re-
J ones a 6-4 senior out of Hots- lead 57-56. However, two free bound shot by Rohling appeared 
ford, 'Connecticut, has been the furows by Tom ·Rohling a~d four to be tile turning point as Xavier 
club's biggest asset offensively and straight by Joe Pangrazio sent forged ahead 80 to 77. Detroit 
defensively. Teaming wifu ·Jones Xavier into a seemingly safe 62- then got a bucket whichwasmatch-
in the backcourt is junior Frank 59 margin wifu 31 seconds show- eel in turd by a break-away Jay-up 
Magaletta who averaged 32.5 as Ing on tile clock. Frank Gillen by Tim O'Connell." The Titans cut 
a sophomore. Magaletta alfuough scored a bucket for the Wildcats the margin to 82-81 but again 
not approaching suchaproduction wlfu 20 seconds left but we still O'Connell came furough wlfu a 
has shown flashes of brilliance. had a 62-61 lead. Then disaster pair of game clinching free furows 
6-8 Art Kenney a high school team- struck. Willi tile clock running and for tile Muskies• and victory was 
mate of UCLA's Lew Alclndor showing only 15 seconds, John ours. Coach Krajack and his ball 
REBOUNDS 
Bob Quick 188 
Tom Rohling 153 
Tom Schlager 71 
Don Darby 38 
Tim O'Cpnnell 35 
Wally Gorka 29 
Joe Pangrazio 28 
John Zeldes 26 
operates up front. Zeldes' attempted In-bounds pass club were mobbed by a jublla~t 
· went astray. After a VIJlanovatimc student body at fueflnalgun. Quick 
Bob Quick Is tile leading re-
bounder after fourteen games. Tom 
Rohling collected 22 bounds 
against Detroit contributing to an 
84-81 Xavier victory. Joe Pan-
·grazlo Is leading the team In assists 
wlfu 48 followed by Joh Zeldes 
with 30. out, substitute guard Fran O'Han- though shaken by his spill once 
Jon scored on a drive wlfu seconds again took game scoring 'honors 
remaining. Zeldes' shot at tile buz- wlfu 25 points. Rohling followed 
zer bounced off tile backboard high with 18 while O'Connell tallied 16 
above· tile basket and fell to tile points and Zeldes 13. floor, and tile Muskies were once -;;:_.:::.;;;;..:;:,.;.:.:.;;;..,;,;;;.;,. _________________ _, 
again on tile short end of a heart-
breaker, 63-62. Quick took game 
scoring honors, hitting for 23whlle 
grabbing 16 rebounds. Rohling 
collected 15 bounds. 
Monday _nl"ht Detroit's Titans 
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Xu Coach George Krajack sometimes feels that tile fortunes of his 
team is enough· to make a man drink - here he does exactly that. 
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Ric/1 Arenas 
The Arenas Arena 
There comes a time in every 
man's life when he must face up 
to the fact that it is lime he went 
out on his own. For college stu-
dents this time usually comes at 
the end of a four year college 
career. Others need an extra year 
or so to make the transition. An 
individual in this latter group is 
sometimes referred to as a super 
senior (How does someone know 
if a student has had two senior 
years or two freshman years or 
whatever?). I, being in this elite 
ensemble have after four and one-
half years decided to hang it I.IP 
and, this is hard to say, butgradu-
ate. (Graduation isn't something 
that you really look forward to be-
cause after it is over, you have to 
go out and work for the rest of 
your life.) 
These past five years have left 
some memories that will be 
brought up for years to come. 
Many of us have lived and died 
with Xavier athletic teams. No-
where in the country is there a 
spirit or an atmosphere to compare 
with that of the Muskie. How many 
other university student bodies 
would race out across the basket-
ball court and carry its team off 
the floor with a reeord of 4-10? 
Along with every good sports 
section come the men behind the 
scenes. I would like to express 
my appreciation for these men in 
a few words now. First, John 
"Hawkeye" Hoernemann. Hawk 
is a fellow super senior and a close 
friend. He is also an Elet Hall 
alumnus. John says that people 
call him "Hawk" because of his 
blinding speed. I always thought 
it was because of his nose. Chris 
Nicolini, noted for his sports 
knowledge and lengthy articles not 
to mention his football physique· 
will remain a member of the sports 
staff, and of the university. Chris 
is a potential super senior. My 
roommate, Bill Lochner always 
came through in the clutch. That 
was the trouble, he was always 
clutched to his bed. Heilly O'Con-
nor our sports staff artist in his 
attempted claim to fame gave up 
what few study habits he had, with 
the emphasis on few. Jim Van-
Lanen, when not being led around 
by the nose by "Warden" Judy 
did find time to submit a few 
articles. And the emphasis is on 
"few". again. Dave Thomas alias 
"Pixie" of the "fourth Letterman" 
couldn't find the correct answers 
to most of his questions in his 
famous Pixie's Puzzlers so, he went 
out and found a fiancee. John 
Hancock was the only writer who 
doubles as a radio commentator 
for WCXU and doubles as a body. 
Good luck to the Muskies in any 
sport they participate. The team 
brings the crowd, not the coach. 
The crowd brings the spirit and 
criticism. The press prints the criti-
cism. The only thing left to criticize 
ls the edifice across campus labeled 
as a fieldhouse. 
- News (Treister) Photo 
Xavier's Joe Pangrazio starts fastbreak against Detroit. 
!iJ!l1ss1NG MAS, TMraQUGM TME ~AGES, BEEN GIVEN A WIDE 
VAlllETY OF IMPLICATIONS ••• 
SOCIAL, MISTOl?ICAl.1 MOl"AL. 
AND EVEN MA61CAL. PLINY, A 
ROMAN NA1URAl.1Si. OF THE 
FIRST CENTUt:2Y, PR.ESCRISED 
KISSING A DONKEY A5 A 
.CUl:!E FOt:Z A TOOTHACHE. 
fHE PERFECT EXAMPLE OF THE INTRI-
CACIES BROU6HT TO THE KISS BY 
SOCIETY lS THE HAND KlSG. R:)&T WWI! 
COMMIJNl&T5 DECLARED THE PRJ!CTICE 
A "CAPITALIST MANGOVER:' RUGGIA HAD 
OUTLAWED IT IN 
. 1924, YET TODAY 
IT \G F~EQUENTLY 
GEEN ON 
SOVIET TV. 
1HE BEARD 000M OF TODAY 
WOUl..D HAVE CREATED 
HAVOC IN THE 18THCENTIJl?'Y. 
POPULAR BELIEF HAD IT THAT 
IF AN UNMAl2RIED TEENY 
BOPPER l<165ED GOMEONE 
WITH A MUGTACHEANDGOT 
A WHIGKER 11'1 HER MOUTH 
THE t::OOR GIRL. WOULD BE 
AN 01..D MAID. ~BABLY ONE OF TME MOST IMPOlll"ANT 
INF\..UENC.ES ON KISGING, ALONG WITH THE 
TOOTHBIW6H, HA5 BEEN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE MOUTH ~RE5MENER, GPEAK EASY, A 
POCKET 61ZED AEROSOL. WITH A FRESH 
PEPPEi?MINT TASTE T~AT COVERS l"OOD 
AND DRINll( ODQl:ZS. 
Tom Rohling grabs rebound in 84-81 victory over Detroit. 
Protestant Priest 
in XUEC 
"I'm the only Protestant Priest 
studying Business Administration 
at a Catholic University." That's 
how Jim Priest describes himself. 
Priest, a non-Catholic, Is en· 
rolled In XU's Evening College. 
He Is working towards an associ-
ates degree In Business Adminis-
tration, with a major in Finance. 
For the last four years Priest 
has attended night classes at 
Xavier. And It's not the most con-
veniently located university either. 
A resident of Leesburg, Ohio ( 10 
miles north of Hillsboro, Ohio) , 
Priest travels quite a distance to 
class each week. l.eesburg, which 
.is about 75 miles from XU doesn't 
seem so far from the campus, how-
ever, considering Mr. Priest has 
driven in from as far as 165 miles 
away. Priest Is a state examiner 
employed by the Auditor of State 
at the Bureau of Inspection and 
Supervision of Public Offices. In 
this capacity he audits books in 
various county court houses. He 
then has to travel to class from his 
job location. 
Despite the fact that he frequent-
ly finds himself a considerable dis-
tance from the Victory Parkway 
campus, Priest has been late for 
just one class and has missed a 
class only once ln 45 semester 
hours. 
A 1936 graduate of Leesburg's 
Fairfleld High School, Priest began 
his college studies In 1961 at the 
Chillicothe branch of Ohio Univer-
sity. He attended OU until 1964 
when he transferred to Miami Uni-
versity at Oxford .• His brother, a 
nuclear physicist, Is on the faculty 
at Miami. 
Priest discovered Xavier's Even-
ing College in '65 when a friend 
of his, William Smith, Accounting 
Professor at Xavier, encouraged 
him to enroll in the EC. Priest 
now says he "wouldn't think of 
going anywhere else." Looking to 
the future, he plans to go on for 
his BSBA degree in Business Ad-
ministration once he has secured 
his associates degree. 
Aside from his scholastic endea-
vors Priest brings along a friendly, 
humorous personality to the Xav-
ier night scene. He makes it apoint 
to meet people and make friends 
of them. Just ask Marge Welage, 
EC secretary, who kiddingly calls 
him "Father Priest." Last St. Pat-
rick's Day he brought her a green 
carnation. He knows that her mai-
den name was "Murphy." 
Priest lives in Leesburg with his· 
wife, Bemeace, and their fourteen 
year old daughter, Shawn. 
Peate Corps 
Bv MIKE LANG, News Reporter 
It may seem perplexing to the 
casual observer why each year 
thousands of college students from 
universities in all parts of the coun-
try join the Peace Corps. As a 
Peace Corps volunteer you are 
likely to be taken thousands of 
miles away from home and put in 
an entirely strange and sometimes 
even hostile environment. If you 
want to help the underprivileged, 
why not do some good right in 
your own back yard, with VISTA, 
and still be within phoning dis-
tance of home? And does the Peace 
Corp~ have any tangible effect? If 
It does, the effect is scarcely notice-
able, a school here, a dam there. 
And besides all this, the pay is 
practically non-existent. Why join? 
The government would like to 
think that you are sacrificing all 
this for the International benefits 
that the US will receive as a result 
of the closer ties that wW develop 
with the nation being helped. But 
according to Jack Egan, the Peace 
Corps representative who was on 
campus last week, the reason most 
volunteer Is far different, more self-
amtered, if you will. In the Peace 
Corps you get an education like 
you can never get in the books, 
for the Peace Corps is a terribly 
broadening experience. The Peace 
Corps volunteer must live and 
work in a culture in which there is 
no such thing as football, and the 
men wear the earrings. \Vhat's 
more, he must learn io accept this 
culture and live it, for he can do 
nothing from the outside. Thus, 
he learns tolerance of people and 
ideas that are different, sometimes 
diametrically opposed to his own. 
He learns to accept people for 
what they are, not what they look 
like or profess. If you can't do this, 
how can he live with a person who 
things cows are sacred? Or as Mr. 
Egan says, "I can no longer dis-
miss the bearded people and the 
Communists as evil people who 
ought to be done away with com-
pletely. After all, they're people, 
aren't they?" 
Also the volunteer learns to 
think discrimlnately. He has seen 
too much not to. Again Mr. Egan, 
"In general, before I joined I 
tended to accept too much, but 
now I accept less but accept it with 
more conviction and therefore it 
has a much more profound ~ 
on myself and others." And maybe 
this "profound eJfect" is the reason 
why. 
Rare Book Relates Church History 
One hundred and sixty- five 
years have passed since St. Francis 
Xavier Cathedral, Vincennes, In· 
diana, first of the Catholic churches 
in the diocese of Vincennes, - was 
dedicated on December 3. The his-
tory of the church is very much a 
part of the Roman Ca th ollc 
Church in Cincinnati, since In the 
pioneer days the Indiana church 
came under the jurisdiction of the 
Archdiocese of Cincinnati. 
St. Francis Xavier Cathedral, a 
book by Henry Sullivan Cauthorn, 
was compiled from early church 
records and rues of the Western 
Sun (Mr. Cauthorn's grandfather 
was the well-known Elihu Stout, 
Indiana's nrst printer) and ls un-
doubtedly the only appearance in 
book form of a great deal of ma-
terial concerning the early days 
of the church in this area. 
A copy of the book, one of three 
in existence, is now part of the 
Hare Book collection of the l\Jblic 
Library of Cincinnati and Hamil-
ton County, Eighth and Vine 
streets. It is the first copy of this 
book ever to appear in a book-
seller's catalogue. '!'he library 
copy, one of the three books made 
from proof sheets from the Catholic 
Record, an Indianapolis news-
paper, was purchased from the 
Cauthorn family. It Is ahnost cer-
tain that no further copies of this 
·book will ever appear for sale since 
all copies are accounted for. 
The author, the son of Gabriel 
T. and Susan Sullivan (Stout) 
Cauthorn, was born In Vincennes, 
Indiana in 1828. After acquiring 
a knowledge of printing in his 
grandfather's office, Mr. Cauthorn 
attended St. Gabriel College, Vin-
cennes, and Asbury University, 
Greencastle, Indiana, now DePauw 
Universiiy. Cauthorn, who studied 
law with Benjamin F. Thomas, the 
United States District Attorney for 
Indiana In 1851, was elected Dis-
trict Attorney for thej udicial district 
of Knox, Daviess, Pike and Mar-
tin counties in 1854, became the 
first law officer (city attorney) of 
Vincennes in 1855 and from 1870-
80, served as a representative in 
the General Assembly of the State. 
His book, written In 1892, re-
lates the history of the paris and 
gives background Information on 
the bishops and priests who served 
the church. 
According to Mr. Yeat-
man Anderson III, curator 
or Rare Books at the library, 
It Is one orthe nnest histories 
of Jesuit activities In the mid-
west In existence, containing 
as it does considerable ma-
terial that appears In no 
other book. 
Here can be found, said Mr. 
Anderson, important data on such 
figures as Father Pierre Gibault, 
"the patriot priest of the West", 
Father Louis S. Meurin, first pas-
tor of St. Francis Xavier and 
Bishop Simon Brute, the first 
bishop of the diocese of Vincennes. 
Father Gibault, for example; re-
ceives ten full pages, including 
much on his relations with George 
Rogers Clark In 1778-1779. Other 
bishops included areJ ohn S. Bazin, 
Francis S. Chatard, Celestine Hail-
andiere and Maurice St. Palais. 
Cauthorn, a member of the 
Roman Catholic Church and Cath-
olic Knights of America, in speak-
ing of the relationship between the 
church's name and its cledicati6n 
date (Dec. 3, 1702) wrote, "That 
is the day fixed in the church cal-
endar for the feast of that great 
and venerated saint (St. Francis 
Xavier), and as the church was 
first used for church services about 
that date, It was named In mem-
ory a&-him." 
;', 
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FULL CIRCI,E I 
Business bas more at stake than 
just circulation when it comes to 
ad\•ertising, it seems to me. 
Consider it thus: A business 
.buys time on the radio, TV, or in 
a paper not only to circulate their 
message, but also in the hopes that 
if you enjoyed the show, you'll 
try their meat tenderizer. And so 
it goes. 
Hope · you enjoyed the ball 
game tonight. and we hope you'll 
like the siJJy miJJimeter, and the 
alka seltzer on the rocks, and this 
and that. 
Now, all joking aside (put the 
jokes over there, George), business 
also promotes a show, magazine, 
or paper when It buys time on it, 
in it, or ·in it. The American Medi-
cal Association would probably 
not buy. spa<.'t! in the United States 
Communist Party's newsletter. Nor 
would Crank Wrinkle. (Crank 
Wrinkle would buy space in the 
"Bulletin for Overweight Colum-
nists''.) 
Which leads me to my conclu-
sion. (Not that Crank Wrinkle ls 
fat), but that people should be. a 
little careful about who is promo-
ting what by th~ir advertising. 
Now, that makes ·sense, doesn't it? 
game is far right conservatism. 
Which is perfectly fine if _you 
happen to .be a conservative, only 
in this case, very, very conserva-
ti\'e, 
So now the point ls that many 
local Cincinnati businesses are 
spending a few gold piecea each 
month so that the Free Press can 
get its very, very conservative view 
spread. 
Which ls also alright if the bus-
inesses are very, veryconservative. 
What about it, CG&E, Burger Chef, 
and Your Friendly Neighborhood 
·Drug Store Association? 
May the American Free Press 
continue to bring us the truth about 
liberals, LBJ, and the many Com-
munists who are knocking at our 
back' door. But let the conserva-
tlves pay for it. 
OK. So th~re's a paper called 
the "Free Press" which ls usually 
sold in front of Frisch's or on the 
corners downtown. And Free Press 
I presume it is, since that's the 
name. Only the real name of the 
While snow may make the roads hazardous, this XU coed welcomes 
the "white. stuff" as a chance to bull~ a snowman. 
Jacl PtJllon Cinema- -
Revivals and Memories 
I iiave ·a 'theoey that My Fair tecnntca1 achievements can't match 
Lady, by its perfect blend of char- such contemporary miracles as 
acter, dialogue, action, and song, My Fair Lady ·or Dr. Zhivago. 
killed the American musical. It set The script's piling of incident on 
a standard by which all past musl- incident makes the film lntermln-
cais looked bad, and the only way able. And Olivia de Haviland's 
one could m~t its challenge was performance as the virtuous 
to strike out with force and orgin- .Melanie ls positively revolting. But 
ality into untouched area and to there is still the beautiful score. 
do it so well that imitation is not There ls still Vivian Leigb's com-
really possible. Three worked, pelling performance as Scarlet 
West Side Story, Fiddler on the O'Hara. And there is still Clark 
Roof, and Man of La Mancha, Gable. He doesn't really act, he 
have met that challenge. But others simply stands there lookiQg virile. 
have not. Instead they have gone But no man ever typified theAmer-
back to the traditions of the turn lean concept of virility like Clark 
of the century where a "musical" Gable. An interesting, if uninspir-
was not a "musical play" but some 'ing, film. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Thoughts at year's end: Most 
memorable films: Blow- Up, 
Ulysses, Family Way, Man for 
All Seasons, Endless Summer. 
Ones I missed: Bonnie and Clyde, 
Man and a Woman. One to see: 
Graduate. Best performance: Paul 
· Scofleld's Thomas More was the 
best acting I ever saw. Best New-
comers: Hywel Bennet (Arthur in 
Family Way) and Francis Ford 
(Director of You're a Big Boy 
Now). Best Play: Misalliance 
(Great Lakes Shake.speare Festi-
val). Play I really would like to 
see: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
are Dead. Best speech: Norman 
Thomas on the War. 
nice production numbers, a few 
jokes, and a star. A case in point 
is Mame, the Jerry Herman musi-
cal that played at the Schubert PAVLA Goals H E L p I December 5-16. The musical ls 
based on the novel, play, and . 
movie Aunti Mame. But whereas Last week the Papal Volunteers • 
the earlier works were built around for Latin America were on campus Resorts need 38, 926 college 
the character of Mame, themuslcal describing their program. This or- students to fill high paying, 
is built around the role of Mame. ganlzation was here as part of a fun-filled jobs listed in the 
The jokes aren't bad, lfyouhaven't; new missionary trend in the Cath- 1968 Student Resort Employ-
heard them· before. The score ie olic Church. ~ent Directory. This Direc-
not memorable, except for the title PAVLA doesn't look for fervent tory lists complete job infor-
song (although it strikes me as religious members. It asks for J:l\&tion, maps, mileage chart, 
better balanced than Herman's "Teachers, Doctors, Social.Work- and helpful .hints on how to 
earlier Hello Dolly). The produc- ers ... " who wish to provide "get that job:" Fora summer 
lion was colorful and slick. Celeste "service freely given to God." "A of fun while earning in over 
Holm was a true star as Mame. It solidarity of the World Commun- 37 states, RUSH $1. 00 to: 
w.as a reasonably interesting even- ity" is the goal, while ethnic, rell- anDar Publishers, box 15327, 
ing. But who cares? gious permeation takes a back Tulia, Okla. 74115 
'* •••••••••••••• * 
The season of movie awards is 
upon us. But in the box office 
sweepstakes, 1967's big winner 
was make in 1939. I refer of course 
to Gone With the Wind, which has 
· aged more gracefully than anyone 
had any right to expect. Oh, the 
seal A fulf1llment of a desire to ---------~--------
help one's fellow man simply be-
cause all men are "brothers in 
Christ" is PAVLA's realistic and 
-'"'.'"11iiiiiii _____ _ 
modern destiny. (c1t;;-·-------------(iUC;;-·m-···--
111sa" ·. 
'\Ul11 ·~~ -. ~ -.~ .. ~ I 
. TMl·lf~ ~---.. MAN Sf I ELD Ju•I 2 minute• from lnterstale f!Y & Ohio@ join the fun bunch this winter at 
Ohio's first and finest ski resort 
Double Chait Lilt • Two T·Bm • Five Electric Rope Tows 
Snow Machines • Groomed Slopn • Ni11ht Skiine 
Ski Patrol• Swiss Barn Lodae·~-~ ~ ~;1e~0~e:~c~e~~~:~:: 1 .. c•.~& 7 l~.,G Ski ShoP • Ski School - ~i;:.-j'.'~i'IJ' WI Rental Skis, Boots, Poles - · • " · 
FREE f OLDER I W1it1 SNDW JIWLS, 801 160, llan1tltld, Olllo 44901 ., pllo• !4191 s2um . 
MEET 
ARDATH· McDERMOTT 
SHE NOW READS 
3,358 WORDS PER MllUTE 
"The Reading Dynamics course h&s been a tremendous help 
to me and iu value. wi1l be more apparent ill college. It wu 
- hard work but It waa worth It," •he says. 
MLsa McDermott i• sixteen. Sbe la a student •t Greenhllla 
Hilb School. Her be,umfng ·speed waa 228 ·WPM, After com-
pletiDi the eight-week eourse her rate wu 3,3SO WPM witll 
good comprebenslon. 
OUR AVERACE STUDENT READS 
4.7 Times· Faster 
THAN HIS STARTINC SPEED 
OYer 97% •••dins Dynamic• ·araduate• have 
lncreaMd their reacllns ..... d at lea•t three 
tlnles with pod · .... 11reh•n....._ 
------Yoa Are Invited to Attend --------i 
F'REIE DIEMONSTRATION· 
Frldu. Jan. 19 
Western Bowl 
6383 Glenway 
7:30 p.m: 
Satunlar. Jan. 20 
Reading Dynamics Institute 
1802 Kroaer Bldg, 
lO:OOa.m. 
llondar. Jan. 22 
Holiday Inn South 
2100 Dixie Hlahway 
7:30 p.m. 
Tuesd1r. Jan. 23 
Reading Dynamics Institute 
1802 Kroger Bldg. 
12:30 p.m. 
Madeira Manor 
7005 Miami Road 
7:30p,m, 
W1dn11da,, Jan. 24 
Reading Dynamics Institute ·1 Carrousel Inn 
1802 Kroger Bids. 8001 Readlns Road 
12:30pm. 7,3op.m. 
• You will see a Readin1 Dynamies lfaduate read at amazlnl 
speeds from a book he has never· seen before and tell in· 
· detail what he has read. 
• You will see a documented fllm th-at includes actual inter.; 
views witb Washinlton Congressmen who have taken the· 
course. 
• You will learn how we can help you to faster reading, Im-
proved comprehension, greater recall. 
Classes consist of eight 2lh hour sessions, held once a 
week, Monday through Saturday In the Kroger Building. 
The next series starts January 31. Classes are limited and 
quickly over-subscribed. You are urged to register now. 
.------OUR POLICY------
We 1uir1ntee to incr111t ... reuire1 tfficiencr . of •ic• atulleret "" 
AT LEAST THREE TIMES with 1ooll c0111prehe111ion. We .will refun• t .. 
entire tuitiore of anr 1tullent who lloeniof.triple hisreacllna efficlencr ai 
me11ured br the be1innire1 1t1d 1ubteqe1Ht teill, or· tlie student ·mer ri. 
take the course free of clilrae. A nfund ii c:o11di.ti01111I UPoft tH· 1hl4Ht 
attendins all clas111 or h1rin& 1111de up MilHd ·M•sillM with.the te1eh1r. 
The student must also h1we prutlced the required 111mbli' of ... ,., 
foftowin1 the •1!1icn1111•t · 011tlill.. br the t11cher. Tise ner11e 1h1dent 
Mir eJlllCCt .1. fiwe•ti.. iocre11• ift retdin& lptecf lnCf H i111pr0Vaftlftt 
ill COllll'e•e••loil •• recall. A•r. •tllditit whO 11111t wit(lclr1w f,.. 
tfie cocirn for Hp r11so• 1111r re-enter a11r 1ultsc411e11t coursa at .., 
future time. at M additlo111I cott. 
For Further Information C•ll Toda~ 
Evelyn Wood 
READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE 
llOZ KIOCEI IUILDINC, C1NCINNATI; OHIO 45.ZOZ 
PHONE 241-0125 e · I• prillcipll cltlet di ....... t ... U •. S. 
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Friday Corner 
.. IOlllf DUYD 
''New ·Morality'' 
Freedom for Chastity 
Rangers ls a humanity eyesore 
. Blackstone Rangers. known as Avondale. (If you don't Has the "new morality," ilpear-
Occupation: Entertainers. think it's an eyesore, ask the people headed by The PUI and bol11tered 
Previous Occupation: Gang. who rioted there this summer what by a decline in fears that "11ome-
lt is.) Somewhere in this community thing will go wrong," freed all 
. One year ago in a Chicago is a group of kids like the Rangers teen-agers for lives of untrammeled 
Negro ghetto, professional night who would like to do something erotic ecstasy? Are virgins as "out" 
clubber Oscar Brown, Jr. gave a besides exist. Also in Avondale is as Edsels and Shirley Temple 
benefit performance for the Ran- a brand new theater with all. the movies? 
. gen' gang which was chieOy noted latest extras - the X. U. Theater. While a cursory reading of 
for Its ablllty to wield switchblades th i ted d i Unless the theater is solidly some you -or en roa s gns 
and bicycle chains. He became ln- booked between now and June _ might give that lmpreBBlon, there 
terested in the gang and decided which would be something new - is another side of the story of the 
to organize a show utillzing their· why not offer it to the Avondale "new morality," one which ls ad-
non-gangland talents. Since the community for the following pur- herents say ls being downgraded. 
presentation of their· ftrst show, pose? Tell the Negro leaders of 'l'he case is expressed by Ernest 
"Opportunity, Please Knock," the Avondale that if they want to Gordon, Dean of the University 
gang has become noted for its organize a variety show as the Chapel at Princeton University, in 
ablllty to manipulate dancing Rangers did, they can use the an article intheJanuary Reader's 
shoes and vocal chords and has Theater for the production. Digest. Says Dean Gordon: 
taken over the entire production 
of the show. Granted, this project Isn't In "I am convinced that there ls 
keeping with the normal social emerging a powerful caae, perhaps 
This isn't the miracle story of worker's project. But a ghetto . a new case, for chaatity. Simply 
the Silty Uglers marrying the. people must get tired of social put, U Is thla: Sexual freedom, un-
Handsome Prince but the plain workers, welfare workers, and well der the so-called 'new ~orallty,' 
fact& of human beings deciding to meaning college students doing 
ahould be regarded by today's • havlor, the author writes. "Indeed, 
youth as a challenge to their free-· near the top of .the list of the costs 
dom of choice. And fftedom of of unchastlty is a very mur,h low-
chok:e, in the area of aex a1 elae- ered self-esteem - yet the power to 
where, Involves the demand to love another rests on the ability to 
choose · for oneaelf, lnftuenced by respect oneself." 
neither old.fogy fears nor hlpater Noting that most young people 
pressures, the course that wlll con- want 8 sincere and pennanent re-
trlbute to the richest and fullest lationshlp, Dean Gordon asserts 
life." that chastity will help to insure this 
. In Dean Gordon's view, "choos- goal. "Chastity does not mean a 
Ing for oneselr' will often result in denial of sexuality; on the contrary, 
the choice of chastity. He points it Implies its fulftllment." 
to the Kinsey report, which found 
that 58 percent of college-bound 
males had no sex experience, and 
that 80 percent of unmarried girls 
16 to 20werevirglns. "More recent 
surveys of both sexes reveal scant 
change in these figures," he says. 
While The Pill may have re-
moved the fear of pregnancy from 
a sex relationship, It cannot take 
away the lowered self-esteem that 
may result from promiscuous be-
On the other hand, ·studies of 
married couples have show that 
those who were promiscuous before 
marriage stand less chance of be-
ing happy maritally, says Dean 
Gordon. 
"From experience," he writes, 
"I am forced to conclude that 
chastity and monogamy are twins. 
They stand for the dignity of both 
the man and ·the woman." 
help themselves rather than wait good deeds for them. It seems that 
for the Welfare Board to support there would be a refreshing sense 
them on the discount dole. of dignity in doing something with- Caneer Vletlm Tells How tt· Is 
The purpose of dl1eussing the out outside coaching. 
In cigarette country, tele~islon When he had trouble swallow-
Terry Byrtl WCXU-DJ 
From the Byrdhouse 
commerclals freqently show virile Ing, It was believed simply "a case 
cowboys astride handsome horses. of nerves." It proved to be cancer 
Or there are sleek sports cars, of the throat, and he joined three 
planes or scuba gear. The scene men with the same condition In 
Is always one of cool, clean, wind- ward "Seven East" of a hospital. 
swept health. The people have a He arrived at suppertime and the 
It's about the fact that we are out, as well as a good listenmg look of supreme confidence; the patients were eating. 
. now broadcasting to Our Lady of survey for those of you who are . lovely girls all smile. "It wasn't much like the tele-
Cincinl)ati College ... and that young at heart but shy away Crom But there ls another land from vision campfire scene," writes 
the response has been overwhelm- hard rock. which few return. In this sad region Mooney. "These men stood by 
Ing. About all I can say to you In closing this week, I'd like to there are no strong men, no smll- their beds and carefully poured a 
girls ls that we here at WCX U give you girls at OLC some hints . Ing, pretty girls. It ls cancer coun- thin pink liquid into small glass 
appreciate It and we will do our on how to receive WCXU on your try. Hugh J. Mooney, a Rochester, tubes ..• The fluid drained down 
best to keep the good sounds com- radios: first, if you have a tran- N. Y., insurance man who has been out of the tubes throug~ a thin, 
ing your way throughout the rest sistor radio you will have trouble there, vividly describes It In a Jan- , clear plastic hose which d1sappear-
of the year. Johnny Stevens, our getting the' station, because it is : uary Reader's Digest article, "Wh~t. ed Into one nostril. 
music director, sends his special piped through thepowerlines;how- the Cigarette Commercials Don t "'fhey had to eat this way be-
thank~ for making our first day ever, if you put your radio near ·Show." cause throat, mouth, tongue and 
of broadcasting to you girls a a lamp or electrical outlet, or some 
tremendous success. other device in your room requir-
WCX U resumed broadcasting ing electrical power, you will be 
after Christmas with vim and able to pick up the station; second, 
vigor, presenting the new format it is necessary to tune your dial to 
which was promised a month ago. 600 kc, because that is our fre-
There is more music, less talk, and quency, and it is necessary to tune 
less bulky production work which to 600 to pick up WCXU ... all 
takes away from the good sounds kidding aside, welcome to our 
of the shows. The new survey is ·broadcasting bandwagon, and we 
hope you enjoy the show .. 
Professional Careers in Cartography 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE 
CREA TING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS 
Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Dearee lnclud-
ln& 5 hours coll•&• math. The rer,ulred math must Include at least 
2 of the followfna; colleae al&ebra. trlaonometry, analytic 1eom· 
etry, differential calculus, lnte1ral calculus, or any course for 
which any of these Is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience 
acceptable. Tralnln& program. Openings tor men and women. 
Application and further Information forwarded on request. 
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR) 
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center, 
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125 
An equCJ/ opportunity employer 
ABOUT MIKE 
, .. Why The 
UNISPHERE® 
Is The Official 
Microphone Of 
Herman's Hermits 
On Tour 
DO PRIESTS 
• Cat Bihltons at 
Civic Affairs? 
• lnsUe witla 
Boolleeping? 
• Balance tile Badget? 
• SllafDe Papen? 
Let's face it. There are some 
things that have to be done. In 
that we di1fer from no other 
priest. 
But - the Paulist feels he can 
rise above *1ie everyday tasks 
that must be done. Because he 
is an individual and is treated 
accordingly, he is free to de-
velop his own innate talents to 
achieve his goals. Individuality 
is the keynote of the Pauli~ts. 
We depend on the individual 
to make his own unique con~ 
tribution. We welcome it. We 
all profit by it. 
'J.'he PauJist is a modem.man, 
free from stifting formalism, a 
pioneer in u8iilg contemporary· 
mediwns and techniques. to be 
ol service to God and mail. 
esophagus had been cut away.in 
surgery." . 
In an effort to save his voice, 
Mooney was given radiation treat-
ments. They were not successful 
and In a ten~hour operation, sur-
geons removed his Iarynz, 
pharynx, part of his esophagus 
and "a few other random bits and 
pieces." Eight later operations were · 
required to reconstruct the front of 
his neck. · 
"We don't ride horses or heli-
copters or sports cars in Seven-·, .. 
East," writes Mooney. "We ride 
wheeled tables to the operating . 
room, and if we are lucky we ride 
them back." 
Cool it. Things could be worse. You could 
be out of ice-cold Coca·Cola. Coke has 
the refreshing t~ste you never get 
tired of. That's why things go better with 
Coke, after Coke, after Coke. 
HP.rman knows his _micr<:>-
phone is his link with his 
audience. He wants you to 
hear his voice and the lyr-
ics, naturally, wi~hout 
howling feedback, without 
annoying close-up ~reath 
"pop", without audience 
sounds. Pretty tough test 
for a microphone ... rou-
tine for the incomparable 
Shure Unisphere. Just ask 
the better groups. 
U you are interested in maldnc 
a . peater c:ontr.ilnation witla 
your life aa a priest write to 
tbe Paulists today tor a l)Mldal 
aptitude teat designed tO help 
det.ennine ii you are of priestly 
caliber. 
NaUonal Vocation• Director 
PAULIST FATHERS • Shure Brothers, Inc. 222 Hartrey Ave. 
Evanston, Ill. 60204 
~·) t007 Shure Brothers, Inc:, 
100111 A-156 
415 W. 59th St., New York, H. Y. 1001t 
.....,, .. ,., ... ........,, ., "" c.c •. co1. c • ., •• , ~,. 
Boftfed Under tfle authority of The Coc1l-Col11 Company tlw' 
Cincinnati Coca-Cola Bcillllng Works Co 
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Liturgy '67 at Xavier LI John HatU!Y Th and Pl 
Tellhar•laa Ethles 
In the hopes of bringing the 
Jesuit Community of the Southern 
sections of Ohio and Indiana into 
the swing for better liturgy, the 
Chicago Province of the Society 
of Jesus sponsored LITURGY '67 
at Xavier University on Decem-
ber 27-28, 1967. 
To It were invited the prominent 
members of the Communities In 
Cincinnati and Indianapolis. They 
listened to and discussed lectures 
by such eminent speakers as the 
Very Reverend Robert F. Har-
vanek, S.J., Provincial of the 
Chicago Province; the Reverend 
Thomas Swift, S.J., J.C.D., Assis-
tant Professor of Canon Law, 
School of Divinity, St. Louis Uni-
versity; the Reverend Michael 
Gannon, S.J., Assistant Professor 
·of Theology, Director of the Insti-
tute of Pastoral Theology of 
Loyola University, Chicago; the 
Reverend William Osterle, S.J., 
M.A., Professor of Theology, 
Scranton University, member of 
lllrPATBWl«T,W ........ 
the Scranton Diocesan Liturgical 
Commission; and the Reverend 
Everett Diederich, S.J., S. T.D., As-
sociate Professor of Liturgy, Chair-
man or the Department or Histori-
cal Theology, School or Divinity 
of St. Louis University. 
Each presented a lecture, follow-
ed by a panel's comments, which 
was then followed by an open dis-
cussion by the members In attend-
ance. 
During an Interview with scho-
lastic James Stoeger, S.J., the News 
was told that the basic aim of 
Liturgy '67 was to "get the Jesuit 
Community Involved, to let them 
know about new ideas in liturgy. 
It was a cautious effort to help the 
priest to better fulfill his Apostolic 
mission, and to help his person-
ality develop and benefit by cele-
brating the Mass better." 
Practical applications of the 
liturgy were presented and then 
discussed. Often discussion becom-
Ing very spontaneous when touch-
ing certain novel liturgical prac-
tices. One such incident was that of 
holding hands while praying to 
Our Father during the Mass. Cer-
tain delegates felt that in contem-
porary society this was In bad 
taste, particularly in a group or 
all ,male participants. They ex-
pressed their feeling that this type 
of action is not In keeping wit the 
current male Image, but Instead, 
might be interpreted by laymen as 
suggestive of homosexuality. 
Other topics discussed included 
"The Liturgy in Jesuit Spirit-
uality," "Liturgy· and Law," "At-
titudes Towards a Changing 
Liturgy," "The Liturgy in Our 
Jesuit Apostolates," and "Euchar-
ist and Community." 
The two day affair .was closed 
with a concelebrated mass by 
forty-seven priests, lead by the 
Most Reverefd Karl J. Alter, 
Archbishop of Cincinnati. 
''Destiny of 
Dissent'' 
Thia topic is very appropriate religion on God so to this same 
because l think that Teilhardln God Is the supreme author of na-
ethlcs will be the next movement tUre and our natural Inclinations.' 
in philosophy. Tellhardln would Father Nogard even uses evolu-
accept past ethical notion• on the t1on as a proof for the existence 
fulfillment of my natural lncllna- of a God. The above was a brief 
tions supported by the best reason look at aposslble Tellhardlnethics. 
to gain happiness. In addition, he I cannot state positively that the · 
would uniquely streH that there ls __ !lbove ethics will be conducive 
a viable way, lncreaslngunifonnlty totally of this future ethical out-
of complexity. Consclou1ne88, that· look. However, these are my Ideas 
exits as a natural part of my phy- · .that I feel will be presented when a 
sical evolution. Ultlmitely, this Tellhardin ethics is established. 
viable ls being drawn into God, enablea man to know better his 
Himself. This exits outside of my- ends. Chardin indicates, as past 
eelf but 1 must out of nece&11lty philosophers, that happiness ls 
be 'in conformity with the viable based on man's nature and adds 
way in order to ftnd true meaning that the natural envirorunent of 
in life. Thia is exemplified by the which man ls a part of shows a 
fact that a1 a phylum of animals, natu'rally .viable way. It is in our 
left the viable way, they become nature to be attracted to unity and 
dlatinct. So to, man will not be community. Theviablewayreveals 
really happy if he ts not in this the unity of our destiny. The viable 
process. 1 gain personal dignity by .way in approaching a contempla-
contributing myself to this evolu- tive life in God. Men can be unifted 
tionary process because 1 set the in this refiective act. I think we 
platform for my contemporaries could say that the viablewayexiats 
and future persons to beata higher abstractly in us a1 a product from 
conscious level. I cannot stress the foreshadowings of the uni-
enough that man freely, creatively, formlty of nature, but It really 
and consciously determines the ef- exists for us when we actively es-
fectiveness of the viable way. Char- tabllsh continuity In thought with 
din's main concern about relation- others. This viable way can be 
ships is that I fully give myself to . found by all people. 
Xavier's own Linda Johnson, University Center secretary and the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Johnson, was wed to Charles 
Frederick Dozois, son of Dr. and Mrs. Theodore F. Dozois, on Friday, 
Dec. 29, 1967. The wedding took place at the home of the bride in 
Mariemont. A dinner reception followed at the Heritage Restaurant. 
Here Linda's co-workers Ina Torreano and Eileen Rahe admire the 
ring of the new bride. 
Nashville, Tennessee: Vander-
bilt University announced today 
that the topic for their intercolleg-
iate symposium, Impact, would be 
"The Destiny of Dissent." The sym-
posium, to be held April 5-6, will 
be composed of prepared speeches; 
seminar.s (conducted by the speak-
ers) and informal discussions. The 
featured speakers will include civil 
rights and anti-war leader Julian 
Bond; National Review editor Wil-
liam F. Buckley, Jr.; leftist author 
and editor Jack Newfield; New 
York Mayor John V. Lindsay, 
and syndicated columnist Max 
Lerner. Registration fee is $5. If 
you are interested in attending, 
contact the News office. 
the personalization of the other Acts that increase by intellectual 
person. Iftheotherpersonresponds ability and actualize my natural 
we can grow in an increasing con- potential capacities have moral 
sclousness that is directed to com- worth. If I become lackadaslcal 
plete fulfillment ln God. This must in my pursuit for knowledge or 
exist in accord with the viable way Infringe on others' pursuit for truth, 
which naturally comes from evolu- .my acts are not praiseworthy. 
tion. By doing this; there is a more Chardin feels that a greater fulffil-
unifled consciousness available so ment of my natural inclinations 
people can develop more fulftlllng will only come about in the viable 
ends. I use myself as a means in way where the increasing con-
order to make other people's ends sciousness will reveal different ways 
more complete. In the actofgivlng, that are more meaningful. God is 
I discover what lt means to be a working with man In this natural 
"person" for myself and can now process. There is a tremendous 
reach my end better. amount of joy experienced In ob-
The reason Teilhardin ethics talning knowledge. This joy Is en-
would accept various past ethics, hanced more when we teach others 
is that in their presentation they because we fulftll them more. This 
show an evolut.1onary Increase in growth of consciousness ls incor-
complexity of explanation which porated into the viable way which 
fillment is obtained more intensly. will add it its unity. There are two 
Suicide and other such acts are natural eventsoccurlnginthlsethlc. 
wrong because they hinder the de- Man by his nature is determined 
velopment of the viableway. What- in what wlll make him happy. The 
ever denies the union of conscious- physical realm of nature by evolu-. 
ness to reach the Omega point are tion reveals that thereisanincrease 
·immoral. in consciousness as we proceed up 
Bill BallnerE cc e 
"Ecce Homo Xaverlanus" 
Much has been said about the 
"ideal Jesuit graduate." Much has 
been made of the fact that Xavier 
Is a liberal-arts college designed to 
develop the whole person. How-
ever, it's pretty doubtful that this 
aim has been achieved ·ln fact, at 
least to any great extent. One may 
wonder, with good reason, whether 
many of our graduates come any-
where near close to the "ideal Jes-
uit graduate." And it's obvious 
that I'm not pointing to a problem 
that doesn't exist, for just recently 
the editorial page in. the News was 
devoted to questioning some of the 
activities of our Xavier "men"(?). 
So the question seems to be: we are 
supposed to be developing young 
Christian men. Are we? Another 
question can be put: la the curric-
ulum really geared to accomplish 
this goal? I say no to both ques-
tions. There ls much evidence that 
there ls a lack of young Christian 
men - e.g., the instances menti~n­
ed in the editorial, the annual UC 
basketball game, etc. etc.; the ques-
tion then dissolves into just how 
many or what per cent of the stu-
dents can be said to lack the tilt 
of "young Christian men." The 
following paragraphs offer reasons 
why I think Xavier ls not really 
struggling to help develop the Ideal 
Jesuit graduate. 
First, much of what ls offered 
as apparently intended to help de-
velop the Christian man Is not.rel-
evant to that purpose. It's not that 
the ·theology ls bad; it's just that 
it's not the material that can be 
applied lo one's own life In order 
to change yourself to become a bet-
ter person, and this is the aim. of 
the gospels. There's no moral the-
ology, I. e., a course that deals 
prim&.ily with how to live as a 
Christian, and there Is littleempha-
Homo XaverianusTlz and Pl 
sis on personal commitment and 
growth as a Christian. Philosophy, 
too, is often barren in much the 
same way: Hugh Hefner's philoso-
phy and life at the Mug Club are 
what's important and what should 
be dealt with ln Philosophical Phi-
losophy As I've said before, the 
personal-social ·ethics course Is 
very irrelevant when lt comes to 
questions of drinking, sex, cheat-
ing, etc. There are no othercourses 
that are specifically set up to han-
dle all that must be handled in 
order to help the students develop 
themselves. All the talks and FAST 
and the like are usually attended 
by students who are really con-
cerned anyway about developing 
themselves, seldom by those who' 
might need them most. 
is that we don't provide them with 
the knowledge and skills to 
develop the will and at the same 
· time and by means of the will, 
make themselves ·better persons. 
"What good is it If you know all 
that you have to know, and lost 
your soul?" 
phylogeny and proceed from cen-
People might oppose this ethical tury to century. Both of these must 
system because they d~m't wan.t to : coexist for a . true happiness. Teil-
put their faith in a natural evolu- hard stresses that the uniformity 
tlon. I think this is absurd because . of consciousness gives my actions 
just as you place your faith in a moral worth because hwnan Cul- . 
Until these problems are dealt 
with and solved, we'll continue to 
produce "professional slobs," per-
haps educated to get a job but 
empty and nothing as persons. 
Changing the curriculum ln favor 
of producing the professional stu- · 
dent will only make lt more obvi-
ous that we've failed to develop 
them as persons, for the brighter 
and better workers and business 
men they are, the more clear It 
will be that at the same time they're 
not yet human beings. Xavier 
should either make a real effort 
to produce "Ideal Jesuit grad-
uates" and "young Christian 
men" or stop the phony adver-
tising, take down the labels and 
put up the factory signs; be honest 
about the whole thing. 
CAC Series Announced 
Second, there ls little emphasis 
on developing the will. Much stress 
is placed on the mind, but know-
ledge just doesn-t lead directly to 
the correct action; we know what's 
right, yet we still don't do it. I'm 
not saying that we should force 
students against their will to do 
such-and-such. What I'm saying 
ROTC Adds Cannon 
Four exciting and interesting 
forums on "USING ADVERTIS-
ING IN DEPTH" will be conduc-
ted the evenings of February 6th, 
13th, 20th, and 27th by the Cin-
cinnati Advertisers' Club. 
The forums will run from 7:30 
to 8;30 p.m. and will be held at 
the iepsi-Cola Auditorium at 2121 
Sunnybrook Drive (in Roselawn 
off Reading Road). The forums 
will require . no tickets and there 
is no admission charge. They have 
been carefully planned to provide 
stimulating, Interesting, Informal 
evenings for businessmen, stu-
dents, teachers, and those in or 
out of the advertising profession. 
The chainnan of the entire pro-
The Pershing Rifles of Xavier circumstances enabled the Pershing ject Is Mr; Wllllam P. Scott, Vice-
got an unexpected shot in the arm Rifles to pick up this beauty for President (Public Relations of The 
in the shape of a genuine 750-lb grape shot. Central Trust Co. Mr. Scott has 
French 75 cannon In perfect work- Plans call for the use of the made arrangements for four out-
ing order. At first, the school offi- French 75 in conjunction with standing Cincinnati-based com-
clals at Norwood High were mildly ROTC Drill Team meets all panles to present each of the 
amused when Norwood High won over the eastern United States. The forums. 
the cannon as a prize in a contest meets are scheduled to begin early . The Cincinnati Milling Machine 
sponsored by WSA I and Thom In January but the size of the can- Company will be on stage the 
McAn shoes. They thought that the non makes transporting it impos- . evening of February 6th. The gen-
cannon might be used to stir up slble, so It will probably make its eral area to be covered ls 
extra student enthusiasm during only appearance during the Queen Industrial Advertising. The speak-
athletic contests. However, a test City meet against U.C. The can- er for the Cincinnati Milling Ma-
firlqg, resulting In rattling win-. non has yet to be ftred at Xavier. chine Co. will be Mr. William C. 
dows, dropped packages and a Perhaps it should, but maybe the Grlndrod, Manager of advertising 
Civil Defensealcrt, quickly changed fact that it's an artillery piece has and sales promotions. He will 
their minds. 'rhis fortunate set of people confused. haae on hand a panel of experts 
consisting of: Mr. John Reading, 
Mr. Wilbur Ellis, Mr. Bob Kess-
ler, Mr. Blll Hawley, and Mr. 
Bruce Amand. 
oD February 13th the Procter 
& Gamble Company will be repre-
sented by Mr. James W. Cochran, 
Manager, TV Commercial Produc-
tion; and Mr. Miner Raymond, 
Ill, Associate Manager, TV Com-
mercial Production; and they will 
lead a forum entitled, "What Do 
You Remember Today About The 
Commercials You Saw Yesterday". 
On February 20th The Cincin-
nati & Suburban Bell Telephone 
Company will direct a forum on 
Service Advertising. The speakers 
·will be: Mr. Lou O'Leary, Assis-
. tant Vice-President, Advertising 
Division, American Telephone & 
Telegraph Company; Mr. Bob Al-
len, Director of Administration and 
. Planning, Cincinnati & Suburban 
Bell Telephone Company; and Mr. 
Bob Berkshire, Advertising Man-
ager, Cincinnati & Suburban Bell 
Telephone Company. 
The final forum will be on Feb-
ruary 27th and wlll be directed by 
Mr. Lee Templeton, Operating 
Vice-President, Federated Depart-
ment Stores; and the area to be 
covered Is Retail Trade Ad-
vertising. 
